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The Silk Road
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The ancient Silk Road contributed greatly to the cultural exchange between China and
the West. For many centuries splendid civilizations among China, India, Greece,
Turkey, Persia and Rome were exchanged along this famous trade route, making the
route a great "Cultural Bridge" between Asia and Europe



Elements of the Silk Road 

 Cultural blending

 Good practice sharing

 Continuous improvement

 Cooperation & development

 Stakeholders involvement

 Connecting the dots
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Do we need another system? 

Leadership
• Vision, Mission & Values

• Leadership Competencies 

& Development

• Balanced Scorecard

• Management Meetings

• Stakeholder Meetings 

(e.g. AGM)

• Annual Report / 

Sustainability Report

• Change Management

Processes, Products & 

Services
• Process Management 

System (e.g. ISO9001)

• Process Improvement 

(e.g. Six Sigma)

• Research & Development

• Marketing Activities

• Customer Satisfaction 

Surveys

• Customer Service & 

Relationship 

Management

People
• Employee Engagement Survey

• Competencies & Job 

Descriptions

• Objectives Setting, Training 

Plans & Appraisals

• Internal Communications

Strategy
• PESTEL Analysis

• SWOT Analysis

• Strategic Planning 

Process

• Communicating Strategy

Partnerships & Resources
• Supply Chain Management

• Financial Budgets & 

Management

• Environmental Management 

System (e.g. ISO14001)

• IT Infrastructure

Vision, Mission & Values

Market Research

Risk Management

Employee Engagement

Sustainability Reporting

Change Management

ISO9001

ISO14001

Lean

Talent Management

Balanced Scorecard



In practical terms….a silk road

LEADERSHIP PROCESSES, 
PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES

BUSINESS 
RESULTS

PEOPLE

STRATEGY

PARTNERSHIPS & 
RESOURCES

PEOPLE 
RESULTS

CUSTOMER
RESULTS

SOCIETY 
RESULTS

ENABLERS RESULTS

LEARNING, CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION

VISION

PLAN

MANAGE

ENGAGE

SUPPORT

DELIVER MEASURE OUTCOME



Silk Road Mastering future trends
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• The rapid advancement of technology has made it necessary to change your business 
models, change how you relate to your customers, and change the structure and 
design of your organisation.  

• Artificial intelligence (AI) is emerging as the defining technology of our age, with 
many industries already utilising AI in some form and public sector soon to follow. 

• If you have a business excellence model well established the transformation will be 
painless



EFQM-CAF relationship



EFQM-CAF Relationship: MoU
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Key Points of MoU
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• EFQM and IPSG are willing to keep the tight collaboration, with mutual respect and 
acknowledgement of the competences and capabilities of each other.

• EFQM and IPSG commit to present a common policy on positioning EFQM and CAF Models in the 
eyes of the users. This will ensure a consistent and reliable approach to support their journey to 
Excellence. 

• The procedure for external feedback (PEF) has been developed to provide CAF users with a 
qualitative feedback based on their use of CAF. It recognizes the efforts made by an organization 
to install a culture of quality through the use of CAF

• PEF facilitates the participation of CAF users at the EFQM Levels of Excellence, thus bridging the 
application for  Committed to Excellence, since organisations will have performed a self-
assessment 

• EFQM will define the requirements needed for CAF users to apply for EFQM Levels of Excellence. 

• EFQM validators and assessors are high potentials for the function of External Feedback Givers in 
PEF. They will need an additional training on CAF and the PEF details.

• Reference to EFQM will be made whenever EFQM related content / information / material is 
used, according to common IP practice.



CAF provides guidance through a set of three 
integrated model components: 
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8 Principles of Excellence
to provide feedback at strategic level

9 Model Criteria
to provide feedback at 

operational level

CAF External feedback
to provide feedback on the maturity level of excellence



EFQM provides guidance through a 
set of three integrated model components: 

8 Fundamental Concepts of Excellence
-to provide feedback at strategic level

RADAR

9 Model Criteria
-to provide feedback at 

operational level

-to provide feedback on the maturity level of excellence



What is Excellence? 
 EFQM Definition:

 Excellent organisations achieve and sustain
outstanding levels of performance that meet or 
exceed the expectations of all their stakeholders.

 Practically, this means:
 They have a clear understanding of who their stakeholders are 

and what they expect.

 They develop strategies to achieve or exceed these expectations.

 They effectively and efficiently deploy and review these strategies.

 They achieve excellent results today.

 They demonstrate they can sustain or improve this performance 
in the future by showing the causes of these results are 
understood and effectively led and managed.
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The use of EFQM in public 
sector



The challenges of the Public 
sector: example from 
Singapore
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The public service plays a key role in raising the quality of living and enhancing the competitiveness of the economy
through Whole-of-Government (WOG) strategic outcomes. These outcomes include sustainable economic growth,
robust social security, world-class environment and infrastructure, strong families, cohesive society and effective
government.



Public sector transformation 
through Business Excellence
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The benefits of embarking on 
an EFQM journey
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HOW EFQM can help you…

Network

Excellence 

Development

Learning from 

others

Global 

Recognition & 

Visibility

EFQM Value 

Proposition



1988 2017

EFQM, a Member Based Foundation 

EFQM, 450 Members, many leading 
organisations
Network



Our Partners in Europe
National Awards based on EFQM in Europe 

(partnership)
National Awards based on EFQM in Europe 

(no partnership)

EFQM Excellence Model deployment 
across Europe: from 1990 onwards

Supported by our European 
partners

Network



Global spread of our EFQM offices and Partners 

47 Partners globally supported by EFQM

Network



Supported by Evidence

Based on Opinion

Low Process
Rigour

High Process 
Rigour

Assessment Options

Determining 
Excellence

EFQM Business 
Excellence Matrix

EFQM Quick 
Check

EFQM Excellence 
Matrix

Site Visit 
Simulation

Simple self-
assessment

• Support
• Facilitation
• Peer-review
• Mock-up assessment
• Tools & good practices

Excellence 

Development



RADAR elements and 
attributes for enablers.

ENABLERS

APPROACH DEPLOYMENT
ASESSMENT & 
REFINEMENT

MeasurementSound Implemented

Integrated Systematic
Learning & 
Creativity

Improvement & 
innovation

Excellence 

Development



Scope & relevance

Integrity

Segmentation

Trends

Targets

Comparisons

RADAR elements and 
attributes for results.

RESULTS

RELEVANCE & USABILITY PERFORMANCE

Causes

Excellence 

Development



EFQM Award & Recognition 

 Why consider our ASSESSMENT 

& RECOGNITION?

 Designed to provide milestones on your 

journey towards excellence

 Perfect way to motive your people or 

celebrate your success

 Independent assessment

 Improve your competitiveness

 Create enthusiasm for continuous 

improvement

 Instil a culture of excellence

 International visibility and recognition

“The effort
the assessment team put
into this assignment has
been impressive, a
massive amount of work
was pushed through in a
relatively short time
frame.”

- ALBERT, 
AHOLD Czech Republic a.s.

“In this

year’s EFQM Excellence

Award we again

experienced a highly

competent assessor team.

Their ‘outside-in’

perspective on our

activities and their

valuable feedback are

vital for us as input to

further improvement,

strengthening our

position towards our

stakeholders.”

- Robert Bosch GmbH, 

Blaichach/Immenstadt Plant

Global Recognition & 

Visibility



EFQM Global Excellence Index

Recognitions 2015-2017 (EEA & R4E)

Over 1150 organisations in EGEI

95

1034
40

Global Recognition & 

Visibility



EFQM Global Excellence Index
Platinum, Gold, Silver, Bronze
recognition by Sector
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311

746

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

PLATİNUM

GOLD

SİLVER

BRONZE

Global Recognition & 

Visibility

Platinum  >700 points
EFQM Excellence Award Winners & 

Prize Winners

Gold  600 - 700 points
EFQM Excellence Prize Winners & 

highly recommended

Silver  500 – 600 points
Recognised for Excellence 5*

Bronze  < 500 points
Recognised for Excellence 

4* & 3*

44

Journey towards 

Global Excellence



EFQM Global Excellence Index
Examples

Automotive Healthcare Education

Global Recognition & Visibility



EFQM Global Excellence Index Profiles 
from the Public Sector

Platinum Level Organisations: 

Gold Level Organisations: 

http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/143-ayuntamiento-de-alcobendas
http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/1456-wdh
http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/335-sdea-alsace-moselle
http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/1709-sue-inpredservice
http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/1207-tarsus-belediyesi


EFQM Global Excellence Index Profiles 
from the Public Sector

Silver Level Organisations: 

Bronze Level Organisations: 

http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/1321-diputacio-de-tarragona-area-de-coneixement-i-qualitat
http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/369-153-istanbul-ibb
http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/1283-autoridad-portuaria-de-ferrol-san-cibrao
http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/1274-camara-municipal-de-agueda
http://www.globalexcellenceindex.org/organization/1213-direcao-regional-de-organizacao-e-administracao-publica


Global Excellence Award 2017

“DEWA meets electricity and water demand with nearly 100% reliability and 

availability at world class levels throughout the year. DEWA has received a five-star 

certification by The International Standard for Service Excellence (TISSE), with a 

score of 98%. This is the highest in its class, having recorded a score of 95.2    in 

2016 in the Dubai Government Excellence Program, and achieved many certificates 
and awards in customer happiness areas.” – Dubai Electricity and Water Authority

“Under the leadership of Tarsus Municipality (TB), our country’s first İŞGEM was founded 

in 2003 in Tarsus. The project prepared by TB provided grant resources from the World 

Bank and with these resources some modifications were made in the building of the 

former plant. TB has made the all infrastructure work (sewage, drinking water, rain water 

lines). In 2011, TB prepared the "İŞGEM Development and Improvement Project" and 

obtained financial support from Çukurova Development Agency. With these 

improvements, the number of entrepreneurs and employees have increased.” – Tarsus 
Belediyesi (Municipality)

“While some of our services are universal and will touch anyone who lives, works, learns 

or travels in the area; others are targeted and designed to meet complex needs of defined 

customer groups. We provide education  to our young people, social housing, 

personalised support and care for those most in need as well as health and care services 

to the older and vulnerable people living in our community. We are working with our 

partners to address poverty and inequality and to improve health outcomes and 
community safety. – West Lothian Council



Sharing & learning opportunities

 Communities of Practice – a small group of EFQM 
members who share their experience with others and use 
this learning to generate new, innovative approaches that 
may be of benefit to the wider community. 

 Good Practice Visits - free visit to high-performing 
EFQM organisations validated in most rigorous process of 
EFQM Excellence Award

 Webinars - hosted on an online platform, this is a user-
friendly virtual way to learn from other Members or 
EFQM Experts

 The EFQM Knowledge Base – including: Good Practices, 
User Guides, Assessment Tools, Reports, videos and many 
more..

“EFQM is good

place to share and

learn. We come from

different companies,

industries

but have the same

focus

- customers. Everyone

brings their

perspective

or approach which can

be very different to

our own, but that is

where the value is.”

- Jacek Horos, Business 

Development Manager, 

Nokia

 free for 

Members!

Learning from 

others



Success Stories from the Public Sector

DUBAI ELECTRICITY AND WATER AUTHORITY

DEWA started using the 

EFQM Excellence Model in 

1998 in the same year that 

Dubai Government 

Excellence Program launc

hed the local Excellence 

Model. The EFQM model 

helped DEWA to build the 

Excellence model and 

system, by adopting the 

improvement cycle with a 

focus on the result and 

achievements.

Learning from 

others



Typical road-blocks in 
public sector



Problems to overcome & CSF

 Consistency of political agenda

 Interpret EFQM & business excellence 

principles

 Get an overall alignemnt

 Map your stakeholders

 Involve your stakeholders 

 Celebrate with your stakeholders
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Complexity as a challenge.

 Variety of single activities, 

initiatives and approaches –

Dynamics can only occur if the 

individual parts intertwine.

 Complexity is not traceable – Hence, a 
management system is required to 
master the complexity.



Identifying stakeholders
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The example of an 
employment service

 Customers - unemployed people

 Benefits – Get a job

 Society  - local community

 Benefits – lower criminality, increase the spending 

potential
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EFQM support the Global 
excellence pursuit of 

Tatarstan



77 organisations in public 
sector the last 2 years
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Leadership

Strategy
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Partnership & resources
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Customer Results

People results

Society results

Key Results

All recognised



Score profile segmented by 
maturity
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Segmented by Maturity

All recognised 3 star 4 star 5 star



The last mile: the extra mile
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THANK YOU


